Anthropological explorations of food in South Asia are often framed by theories of caste and ritual purity or pollution, with the highest castes characterised as protecting their purity by accepting food from no-one of lower caste status, and those at the bottom accepting food from anyone. The problem with this focus on caste is not that it is misguided per se; many Hindus do indeed regulate their consumption in relation to such concerns, and a quotidian understanding of caste remains vital in understanding how people in India relate to one another. Rather, the problem is that our focus on caste as the defining social institution of India has obscured social relationships defined by other cross-cutting hierarchies that also, and increasingly, reflect and shape Indian foodways.
their own fruit and vegetables and sold them on. The only other readymade packaged foods regularly purchased were items such as sweet white bread and biscuits -eaten with tea and coffee, or by those who are unwell -and boiled sweets and toffees. Even these tended to be bought mainly for special occasions such as prayer meetings and children's birthday celebrations, when they were given out from large basins.
Although the basic rice-with-accompaniments meal structure was consistent throughout the community and was common among local families I ate with elsewhere, some informants spoke of alternative arrangements in their natal places that reflected caste and other distinctions. My research assistant Das, for example, a Brahmin (ritually high caste) originally from Tamil Nadu, stressed that meals in his natal home -even when they were short of money -were more complex than those his wife in the colony now served him, something confirmed when I ate with his relatives in Madras on several occasions. Whereas meat was a mark of prosperity in the village, for vegetarian castes greater affluence was signalled through the number of courses as well as the complexity and quality of ingredients of the individual dishes. The order in which food was eaten also varied across India's regions: where I worked in coastal Andhra, if a meat or fish dish was served it was eaten early in the meal, before the dhal, rasam and other accompaniments; in Kolkata -as I learned from the horrified looks on my hosts' faces when I tucked into the fish and egg stew they had prepared for me before the vegetable and lentil based dishes -it should be eaten last 5 .
It was, however, tiffin -a general term adopted to cover breakfast and other, non-rice based snacks -which allowed for most of the variation within the daily diets of those I worked with. Dosas and idlis -both made with fermented black gram and rice, 11 one fried, the other steamed -were the most popular, and, because they were labour intensive to prepare, were often bought in from village tiffin or tea shops, along with the peanut or coconut chutney and special chilli powder with which they were usually served, or were prepared communally by neighbours, using shared grinding stones.
Sweetmeats such as Mysore pak, kaja and peanut clusters -non-milk based and cooked in ghee, so with a longer shelf life than those available fresh in the local bazaar -were also available in the teashops, along with salt biscuits and branded boiled sweets and toffees (which were mostly the preserve of children), betel nut and cigarettes.
Men, in particular, often ate their dosas and idlis in the teashops along with their morning tea, a glance at the newspaper and a chat with their friends and neighbours.
They would then take additional supplies back home for the rest of the family. Other breakfasts prepared at home, not common in teashops or restaurants, included ragi java (a thin brown porridge made from red or finger millet) and upma (a thicker porridge made from semolina and flavoured with curry leaves, peppercorns, mustard seeds and green chillis).
In the evenings, there were additional stalls in the centre of the village (and, outside, lining the roads to the nearby town) touting fried savouries, including chilli bujjis (green chillis fried in a gram flour batter and served with finely chopped red onion and squirts of lime juice) pakodis (chopped onion and, sometimes, other vegetables, fried with curry leaves in a crisp batter) and potato bonda, eaten in the street by men and sometimes taken home in newspaper parcels to their families. These and non-vegetarian deep-fried snacks, such as spiced chicken and fish, were also noted as favourites to accompany liquor.
